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Now we can discuss the physical importance of the centre of mass concept. Consider the motion of a group of
particles whose masses are m1, m2,...mn and whose total mass is M. For the time being we will assume that mass
neither enters nor leaves the system so that the total mass M of the system remains constant with time. In a later
section we shall consider systems in which M is not constant; a familiar example is a rocket, which expels hot gases
as its fuel burns, thus reducing its mass.

From equation (6.8) we have, for our fixed system of particles,

1 1 2 2 ... ,cm n nM r m r m r m r

where cmr  is the position vector identifying the centre of mass in a particular reference frame. Differentiating this
equation with respect to time, we obtain

1 2
1 2 ...cm n

n
d r d rd r d rM m m m
dt dt dt dt

or cm ... n nM v m v m v m v ...(6.11)

where 1 1( )v d r dt  is the velocity of the first particle, etc. and cm cm( )dr dt v  is the velocity of the centre of mass.

Differentiating equation (6.11) with respect to time, we obtain

cm 1 2
1 2 ... n

n
d v d vd v d vM m m m

dt dt dt dt

1 1 2 2 ...cm n nMa m a m a m a ...(6.12)

where 1a  is the acceleration of the first particle, etc., and ( )cm cmd v dt a  is the acceleration of the centre of mass
of the system. Now, from Newton’s second law, the force 1F  acting on the first particle is given by 1 1 1F m a . Like
wise, 2 2 2F m a , etc. We can the write equation (6.12) as

cm nMa F F F ...(6.13)

Hence, the total mass of the group of particles times the acceleration of its centre of mass is equal to the
vector sum of all the forces acting on the group  of particles.

Among all these forces will be internal forces exerted by the particles on each other. However, from Newton’s
third laws, these internal forces will occur in equal and opposite pairs, so that they contribute nothing to the sum on
the right hand side of the equation (6.13). Therefore, the right hand sum in equation (6.13) represents the sum of
only the external forces acting on all the particles. We can rewrite equation (6.13) as simply

cm extM a F ...(6.14)(a)

or ext
cm

Fa =
M ...(6.14)(b)

This states that the centre of mass of a system of particles moves as though all the mass of the system were
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You should notice that we obtained this simple result without specifying the nature of the system of particles. The
system can be a rigid body in which the particles are in fixed positions with respect to one another, or it can be a
collection of particles in which there may be all kinds of internal motion. Whatever the system is, and however its
individual parts may be moving, its centre of mass moves according to equation (6.14). Only external forces govren
the motion of the centre of mass of the system.

You should also notice that if 0extF , then 0cma . In this case there may be internal forces acting on the different
parts of the system and hence those parts may be moving with some accelerations.

Two 3-kg masses have velocities 1
ˆ ˆ2 3 /v i j m s  and 2

ˆ ˆ4 6 /v i j m s . Find the velocity of the centre of
mass. If a constant force ˆ24F i N  is applied on the system for 5 seconds, find the velocity of the centre of mass
after the action of force.

From equation (6.11), we have

1 1 2 2

1 2
cm

m v m vv
m m

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ3(2 3 ) 3(4 6 ) /
3 3

i j i j m s

ˆ ˆ3 1.5 /i j m s

During the action of the external force, from equation (6.14), we have

1 2

ext
cm

Fa
m m

224 ˆ /
6

i m s

2ˆ4 /i m s

As the centre of mass of the system has a constant acceleration for the period in which the external force is applied,
the velocity of the centre of mass after the action of the force can be given as

.
final initialcm cm cmv v a t [Using, v u at ]

ˆ ˆ ˆ[(3 1.5 ) (4 5)] /i j i m s

ˆ ˆ23 1.5 /i j m s
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Two particles of equal mass m are connected to a spring (massless) and rest on a frictionless   horizontal table. If an
external force F  is applied to one of them, as shown in figure 6.15 (a), describe the motion of the system.

F

 Our two-body system is indicated by the shading in figure 6.15(b). The internal forces are those exerted
by the spring and the gravitational attraction between the bodies, which is so small that we can neglect it.

m

m

The external forces acting on this system are the force of gravity exerted on each body, the normal contact force
exerted by the surface of the table on the particles (which balances the force of gravity) and the applied force F .

When we sum over all the forces acting on the system, the internal
forces cancel (the force exerted by the spring on a particle is equal
and opposite to the force applied by that particle on the spring, as
shown in figure 6.15 (c)). Hence, the resultant force on the system
is sum of all external forces which is equal to the applied force F , m

F

–F

because gravity is balanced by the normal contact force from the
surface. Therefore the acceleration of the centre of mass of the
system is given by

cm
Fa

m m

2
F
m

Since the masses are equal, the centre of mass lies halfway between the particles. We should note that the net force
on the particle on the left side is the spring force exerted on it and the net force on the particle on the right side is the
sum of the spring force on it and the applied force F . As the spring constant is not known and the spring force on
each particle varies with the distance between the particles it is quite complicated to analyze the motion of the
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 Consider the same example with no spring, i.e., just two equal masses on a smooth table with a force F
exerted on one of them. In this case the motion of each particle would be different from the last case, because there
is no spring force on any of the particles. However, the centre of mass motion is the same as in the previous case.

A projectile explodes into two equal pieces, each of mass m, at the top of its flight. One of the pieces drops straight
down from rest after the explosion while the other moves off horizontally, so that they land simultaneously. Where
does the second piece land ?

 Considering the projectile to be the system (whether it is in one piece or two), the only external force
exerted on the system before the pieces hit the ground is that due to gravity. The forces exerted during the explosion
are interval forces, which do not affect the motion of the centre of mass. After the explosion the centre of mass
moves on the rest of the parabola just as if there had been no explosion, as shown in figure 6.16

mm

CM

CM

mm

m

Since the centre of mass is halfway between equal masses and we know that one mass drops straight down,
the other must land  at an equal distance from the centre of mass, as shown in above figure.

 The momentum of a single particle is a vector p defined as the
product of its mass m and its velocity v . That is,

p = mv ...(6.15)

Because it is proportional to v , the momentum p  of a particle depends on the reference frame of the observer.

Newton, in his famous princpia, expressed the second law of motion in terms of momentum (which he called
“quantity of motion”). Expressed in modern technology Newton’s second law reads: The rate of change of momentum
of a body is proportional to the resultant force acting on the body and is in the direction of that force. In symbolic
form this becomes

d pF =
dt ...(6.16)

For a single particle of constant mass m, we have

d pF =
dt

d (mv)=
dt
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d v dm= m v
dt dt

d v= m
dt

= ma

which is exactly what we have used up to now. The relations F = ma  and 
d pF =
dt

 for single particles are
completely equivalent in classical mechanics.

Suppose that instead of a single particle we have a system of n particles, with masses m1, m2 etc. We shall continue
to assume that no mass enters or leaves the system, so that the mass )iM (= m  of the system remains constant
with time. The particle s may interact with each other and external forces may act on them  as well. Each particle will
have a velocity and a momentum. Particle 1 of mass m1 and velocity 1v  will have a momentum 1 1 1p m v , for
example. The system as a whole will have a total momentum P  in a particular reference frame, which is defined to
be simply the vector sum of the moment a of the individual particles in that frame, or

1 2 nP = p + p + ...+ p

1 1 2 2 n n= m v + m v + ...+ m v . ..(6.17)

If we compare this relation with equation (6.11) we see at once that

cmP = M v ...(6.18)

which is an equivalent definition for momentum of a system of particles. In words equation (6.18) states : The total
momentum of a system of particles is equal to the product of the total mass of the system and the velocity of
its centre of mass.

Differentiating equation (6.18) with respect to time we obtain

( )cmd M vdP
dt dt

cmd vM
dt

cmM a

Comparing above relation with equation (6.14) we see that

ext
dP = F
dt ...(6.19)

This equation is the generalization of the single particle equation F d p dt  to a system of particles, no mass
entering or leaving the system. In words equation (6.19) states : 

. Here you should notice that
internal forces can not change the momentum of the system as a whole although they can change the momenta of the
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Suppose that the sum of the external forces acting on a system is zero or there is no external force acting on the
system. Then, form equation (6.19),

0net
dP F
dt

or P = ...(6.20)

when the resultant external force acting on a system is zero, the total vector momentum of the system
remains constant. This simple but quite general result is called the principle of the conservation of linear
momentum.

The conservation of linear momentum principle is the second of the greatest conservation principles that we have
met so far, the first being the conservation of energy principle. For the conservation of linear momentum observers
in different inertial reference frames would assign different values of p  to the linear momentum of the system, but
each would agree (assuming 0entF ) that his own value of P  remained unchanged as the particles that make up
the system move about.

The total momentum of a system can only be changed by external forces acting on the system. The internal forces,
being equal and opposite, produce equal and opposite changes in momentum which cancel one another. For a
system of particles the moment of individual particles may change (due to internal forces), but their sum remains
constant if there is no external net force.

Momentum is a vector quantity. Equation (6.20), therefore, is equivalent to three scalar equations, one for each
coordinate direction. Therefore, we can write

if xF (x -  component of the net external force ) = 0 ...(6.21)(a)

then xP  (x - component of the total momentum of the system) = constant.

Similar, if yF = 0, the yP = constant ...(6.21)(b)

and, if zF = 0, then zP = constant. ...(6.21)(c)

 For a system of particles of constant mass, equation (6.20) could also be obtained in the following way :

if 0extF , then 0cma

constantcmV

constantcmM V

constantcmP MV

In words this can be stated as : If the resultant external force on a system is zero, the velocity of the centre of mass
of the system is constant and the total momentum of the system is constant (i.e., conserved).
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 Let us consider the projectile in example 12 once again. Let us imagine that our projectile (shell) explodes into
many tiny fragments while in flight, as shown in figure 6.17. We assume that the air resistance is

negligible. The system is the shell, the earth is our reference frame, and the external force is that of gravity. The shell
explodes at 1x x  and shell fragments are blown in all directions. What can we say about the motion of this system
thereafter?

 The forces of the explosion are all internal forces; they are forces exerted by part of the system on other
parts of the system. These forces may change the momenta of all the individual fragments, but they can not change
the total momentum of the system. Only an external force can change the overall momentum of the system. Therefore,
the centre of mass of the system would move under the action of gravity as there was no explosion and hence the
centre of mass of the fragments will continue to move in the parabolic path that the unexploded shell would have
followed as shown in figure 6.18.

Here you should note that the change in total momentum of the system is the same whether the shell explodes or not
and this change is attributed to gravity only.
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A man of mass 70 kg and a boy of mass 35 kg are standing together on a smooth ice surface for which friction is
negligible. If after they push each other apart, the man moves with a speed 0.3 m/s relative to the ice, how far apart
are they after 5.0 sec.?

 We take  the man and the boy together as the system. The force of gravity on each is balanced by a
corresponding normal force of the ice. Since there is no friction, the resultant force on the system is zero. the force
exerted by the man on the boy is equal and opposite to that exerted by the boy on the man. Therefore, total
momentum of the system is conserved. As the initial momentum of the system is zero (since the boy and the man are
standing at rest), it will remain zero even after the moment the boy and the man push each other apart. Therefore, the
boy and the man must have equal and opposite momentum. Since, the man has twice the mass of the boy, the boy
must have twice the speed of the man. Since the man moves in one direction with sped 0.3 m/s, the boy moves in the
opposite direction with speed 0.6 m/s. After 5 sec. The man have moved 1.5 m and the boy 3 m and they are
4.5 m apart.

• As the total momentum of the system is always zero, the centre of mass of the system is always at rest in its
original position, the position where they initially stood, as shown in figure 6.19.

kg

Vm

kgkg
FmFb

kg
Vb

kg

Vm

kg

Vm

kg
Vb

kg
Vb

• As the centre of mass of the system has to be at rest, at some time, if d be the distance between the boy and
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1 2
1 2

dd m
m m

1 2
1

2

m md d
m

at t = 5 sec., distance between the man and the boy

mass of the 
distance travelled system

mass of by the man
the boy

70 350 3 5
35

0 3 5 3  m

4 5  m

A bullet of mass 10 g moves horizontally with speed 400 m/s and embeds itself in a block of mass 390 g initially at
rest on a frictionless table. What is the final velocity of the bullet and block?

 Since there are no horizontal forces on the bullet-block system, the horizontal component of the total
momentum of the system is conserved. (There is a small vertical resultant force on the system, the weight of the
bullet before it strikes the block. The bullet accelerates toward the earth before it strikes the block. We shall ignore
this slight vertical motion.)

Mm
v x

 P = m vix x

M

m

 P = (mfx m v

m+
vx

The total initial horizontal momentum ixP  before the bullet strikes the block is just that of the bullet:

1 1 (10 )(400 m/s) 400 m/s 4 m/six xP m v g g kg

Afterward the bullet and block move together with a common velocity .xv  The total final momentum fxP  is

1 2( ) (10 390 ) (0.4 kg)fx x x xP m m v g g v v

Since the total momentum is conserved, the final momentum equals the initial momentum:

(0.4 kg) 4kg m/sxv

10 m/sv
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Since the bullet and block both move together with this velocity, the centre of mass must move with this velocity. We
could have found the velocity of the centre of mass (which is constant) before the collision from Equation 8-4:

, 2 (0)CM x i ixMv m v m

1 1
CM,

1 2

4 kg  m/s 10 m/s
0.4 kg

x
x

m vv
m m

A simple computation of the initial and final energies shows that again mechanical energy is not conserved. The
original kinetic energy is 2 21 1

12 2 (0.01 kg) (400 m/s) 800 J,ixm v  and the final energy is
21

2 (0.04 kg)(10 m/s) 20 J.  In this case most of the original kinetic energy (780 J out of 800 J) is lost because
large nonconservative forces between the bullet and the block deform the bodies. A bullet embedding itself in a
block is an example of an inelastic collision. We shall study such collisions in more detail later in this chapter.

Consider two blocks A and B, of masses 1m  and

2 ,m  coupled by a spring and resting on a horizontal
frictionless table, as shown in figure 6.21(a).

m m
A B

Let us push the blocks closer and compress the spring and then release the blocks. Describe the subsequent motion.

When we release the system of the given two blocks from the rest, net external force on the system is zero
at that moment and thereafter (because three is no external horizontal force acting on the system and the weight of
the system is balanced by the normal contact forces on the blocks from the horizontal surface). Therefore, total
linear momentum of the system is conserved. If system is released from rest at t = 0, then, momentum of the system
at any time t is

sys cm( ) ( )P t M v t

sys (at 0)P t

0

cm 0v

Or we can say that the centre of mass of the system is always at rest. You should note that above obtained result
could be obtained in the following way also:

we have,

ext
cm

system

Fa
M

cm 0a ext 0F

Therefore, constantcmv

cm,initialv
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Hence, 

Due to internal forces (spring forces on the two blocks and their corresponding reaction forces on the spring) the
two blocks would move on the horizontal surface. While the two blocks move horizontally, following predication
can be made:

• As the speed of the centre of mass is always zero, it maintains its initial position. Therefore, at any time, if 1m

has moved by a distance 1d  away from the centre of mass, 2m  must have moved a distance 1 1
2

2

m dd
m

away from it in the opposite direction. This is exactly what we discussed in example 14.

• As the net momentum of the system is always zero, at any moment, we can write

sys 0P

0A A B Bm v m v

A A B Bm v m v ...(i)

B
A B

A

mv v
m ...(ii)

A B

B A

v m
v m ...(iii)

Therefore, according to equations (i) and (ii), at any moment, magnitudes of momenta of the blocks A and B must
be equal, A and B must be moving in opposite directions. At a certain moment if one of the blocks comes to rest,
other must come to rest simultaneously.

• We have,
21

2
21

2

A AA

B B B

m vk
k m v

1
2
1
2

A A A

B B B

v m v
v m v

A

B

v
v [Using (i)]

A B

B A

k m
k m [Using (ii)]

Therefore, at any time, kinetic energy of a block is inversely proportional to its mass. At this point you should also
not that mechanical energy of the system is conserved.

• Figure 6.21(b) shows the system at some instant when the block A and the block B have moved by distances

1d  and 2,d  respectively, away from their initial positions and have speeds Av  and Bv .

m m

BvAv

d d
sys 1 2 1 1 2 20 ; Displacement of the CM is zero    .A AP m v m v m d m d

• When we release the system from the rest, each block accelerates in the outward direction due to spring
force acting on it and in this way compression in the spring decreases and hence the outward spring force on
each block also decreases. But as long as there is any compression left in the spring, the two blocks will
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At a certain moment when the spring acquires its natural length, spring force on each block becomes zero and hence
their acceleration also vanishes at that time, as shown in figure 6.22(c). At this moment each block has its maximum
speed and hence it continues to move in the same direction which causes elongation in the spring. Now, spring
exerts inward force on each block which increases with the distance between the two blocks, as shown in figure
6.22(d).

m m
A REST B REST

spF
spF

m m
v 

v
spF spF

m m v  
spF  = spF  = 

v  

m m
v v 

spFspF

m m
RESTREST spF spF

m m

v v 
spF spF

m m
v  spF  = spF  = v  

m mspF spF
v v 

m m
REST REST

spFspF
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Due to inward spring force each block suffers continuous decrease in its speed and eventually comes to rest, as
shown in figure 6.22(d) and (e). when blocks come to rest, elongation in the spring is maximum and hence inward
spring force on each block has its maximum value. Obviously, blocks can not remain in rest with spring having
maximum elongation. Blocks now move with increasing speed in the inward direction and in this way elongation in
the spring decreases and hence the force on each block, as shown in figure 6.22(f).

When the spring acquires its natural length once again, as shown in figure 6.22(g), spring force on them
becomes zero and hence  they acquire maximum inward speed. As the mechanical energy of the system is conserved
(since work done by nonconservative forces is zero in this case), when system repeats its configuration, kinetic
energy of the system must be repeated. Hence, maximum outward speed and maximum inward speed of each block
are same, because they occur when the spring has its natural length.

Blocks A and B would continue their inward motion due to their inward velocity but as soon as they pass the
natural length position of the spring, spring becomes compressed and spring force retards the inward motion of the
two blocks, as shown n figure 6.22(h).

When the blocks stop, as shown in figure 6.22(i), compression in the spring is equal to the initial compression,
which can be proved in the following way:

f iE E noncon[ 0]w

f f i ik U k U

f iU U [ 0 and  0]i fk k

final compression = initial compression

Now, the system has regained its initial state and thereafter it will go on repeating this cycle

Positions of the blocks when the spring has its natural length are defined as their equilibrium positions
because net force on them is zero. Therefore, here we say that the centre of mass of the system remains at its initial
position and the blocks  and B oscillate about their equilibrium positions.

If friction were present, the motion will die out as the energy is dissipated. What can be said about the linear
momentum of the system in this case?

Let us consider a very interesting and frequently observed case separately. If the centre of mass of a system
of constant mass is initially at rest and net external force on the system is zero, then the results obtained in the last
example can be used in all such cases. In such cases the centre of mass always remains at its inition position.
Therefore,

cmr ...6.22(a)

1 1 2 2

1 2

0m r m r
m m [for a two particle system]

m r m r ...6.22(b)

Above vector equation can also be written in the following one dimensional form:

m x m x ...6.22(c)
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From equation 6.22(c), we have,

mx x
m

which says that the two parts of the system always move in opposite directions and magnitudes of their displacements
are inversely proportional to their masses.

A man of mass 1m  is located on a narrow raft of mass  1m  a float
on the surface of a lake. The man travels through a distance l with
respect to the raft and then stops, as shown in figure 6.23(a). The
resistance of the water is negligible. Find the corresponding
displacement d of the raft relative to the water.

l

 Let us consider the man and the raft as a single
system. As the centre of mass fo the external force on the
system, we can apply equation 6.22(c) in this case. Let us
define the horizontal direction as x-direction and assume
that the raft has moved by a distance d with respect to the
water, as shown in figure 6.23(b). Applying equation
6.22(c), we get,

1 1 2 2 0m x m x

l ( rt  )

d

m

m

1
2 1

2

mx x
m

1

2

( ) ( )md l d
m

2

1

displacement of the raft and
displacement of the raft ( )

x d
x l d

1 2 1m d m d m l

1

1 2

md l
m m

In this last example if the man while walking on the raft moved with a velocity 1( )v t  with respect to the raft, find:

(a) velocity expression of the raft with respect to the water for the same time interval
(b) the horizontal component of the force with which the man acted on the raft during the motion.

 In the last example, obtained result is

1

1 2

md l
m m
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raft. As we know that the man and the raft move in opposite directions, in vector form above equation can be written
as

1

1 2

md l
m m

If we assume that these distances are some intermediate distances while the movement of the man and the raft, then
differentiating the above expression with respect to the time, we get,

1

1 2

( ) ( )d d m d l
dt m m dt

1
2 1

1 2

( ) ( )mv t v t
m m

where 1( ) dlv t
dt

 is the velocity of the man with respect to the raft and 2
( )( ) d dv t
dt

 is the velocity of the raft with

respect to the water.

When the man moves on the raft with velocity 1( )v t  with respect to it, let us assume that the raft moves with velocity

2 ( )v t  with respect to the water, as shown in figure 6.22(c). As the external horizontal force on the system
“man + raft” is zero, linear momentum of the system in the horizontal direction must be conserved. Therefore, at
some time t, the linear momentum of the system

sys sys, initially( )P t P
v t rt

v t
rt

           = 0

1 1 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 0m v t v t m v t

1 2 2 2 1 1( ) ( ) ( )m v t m v t m v t

1
2 1

1 2

( ) ( )mv t v t
m m

where ‘ 1 2( ) ( )v t v t ’ is the velocity of the man with respect to the water.

A smooth wedge of mass M with a small block of mass m at the
highest point of its inclined surface is released from rest on a fixed
smooth horizontal surface, as shown in figure 6.24(a). Initially block
is at rest with respect to the wedge surface and the angle of inclination
of the inclined surface with respect to the horizontal is .  Find:
(a) distance traveled by the wedge with respect to the horizontal

surface when the block reaches the lowermost point of the
inclined part of the wedge       

m

M
H

(b) speed of the wedge with respect to the horizontal surface
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(a) If we consider the wedge and the block as a single system, then, there is no external force acting on
the system in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the centre of mass of the system suffers zero horizontal displacement
because its initial velocity in the horizontal direction was also zero. If we define horizontal direction as x-direction, as

shown in figure 6.24(b), and assume that the wedge has moved by
a distance x along the +ve x-direction, then, for the system, we
can write,

1 1 2 2 0m x m x 0cmx

1 2 0m x M x

( cot ) 0m x H Mx m

M

x

x

H
cotmx Mx mH

cotmx H
m M

Here 1x  is the displacement of the block along +ve x-direction (or we can say change in horizontal position of the

block). I have used 1 cosec .x x H  How did I got this relation? Try to find it out from the figure 6.24(b) only.

(b) when the block reaches the lowermost point of the inclined surface of the wedge, let its speed with respect
to the wedge be u and the wedge has a speed v with respect to the horizontal surface, as shown in figure
6.24(c).

m

M
u

v
'NN

Mg

mg

N

When the block slides over the wedge, free body diagrams of the block and the wedge are shown in figure 6.24(d).
When we consider the block and the wedge as a single system, then, normal contact forces applied by the block
and the wedge on each other do not contribute to the net force on the system. Remaining forces acting on the system
are weight of the block, weight of the wedge and the normal contact force on the wedge from the horizontal surface.
All these three forces act in vertical direction and hence, the net force acting on the system has no horizontal
component, therefore, linear momentum of the system is be conserved in the horizontal direction.

Applying conservation of linear momentum in the horizontal direction between the moments when the system was
released from rest and when the block just reaches the lowermost point of the inclined surface of the wedge, we get

sys, x, fin sys, x, initiallyP P

( cos ) 0Mv m v u ...(i)
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v

u

m vM vMvm

u 

u 

In equation (i) we have two known (u and v), therefore, to solve for v we need one more equation. In this case
work done by nonconservative forces (normal contact forces) on the system is zero, therefore, mechanical energy
of the system is conserved. Therefore,

gain in K.E. of the system = loss in P.E. of the system

2 2 21 1 ( cos ) ( sin )
2 2

Mv m v u u mgH ...(ii)

Solving equations (i) and (ii), we can get the expression for v.

Consider now the apparently simple example of a ball thrown up from the earth by a person and then caught by him
on its return. To simplify matters we can consider the person to be part of the earth since he does not loose contact
with it. We also assume that  air resistance is negligible. Now, we shall go through a comprehensive analysis of this
situation from the viewpoint of this topic.

 The system being considered consists of the earth and the ball. The gravitational forces between the parts
of the system are now internal forces. Let us choose a reference frame in which the system (earth + ball) is at rest.
When the ball is thrown up, the earth must recoil as seen by an observer in this reference  frame. The momentum of
the system (earth + ball) is zero initially and no external forces act. Therefore, momentum is conserved and the total
momentum remains zero throughout the motion. The upward momentum acquired by the ball is balanced by an
equal and opposite downward momentum of the earth. We have

Initial momentum = final momentum,

0 ,B B E Em v m v

.B B E Em v m v

Here Bm  and Em  are the masses of ball and earth respectively and Bv  and Ev  are the velocities of the ball and the
earth in our selected reference frame. 

As the ball and earth separate, the internal force of gravitational attraction pulls them together until they
cease separating and begin to approach one another. As the ball falls toward the earth, the earth falls toward the ball
with an equal but oppositely directed momentum. As the ball is caught, its momentum is neutralized by (and it
neutralizes) the momentum of the earth. Both objects lose their relative motion, the total momentum is still zero, and
the original situation before throwing is restored.

You will recall that when we discussed the conservation of energy in the presence of gravitational potential,
we neglected to consider the motion of the earth itself. We took the surface of the earth as our zero level of
gravitational potential energy. The reference position did not matter, since we were concerned only with changes in
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as in the case of the ball thrown up from the earth.

In principle, we cannot ignore the change in the kinetic energy of the earth itself. For example, when the ball
falls toward the earth, the earth is slightly accelerated toward the ball. We neglected this fact before because we
assumed that the change in kinetic energy of the earth is negligible. This result is not obvious, because although the
earth’s speed will certainly be small, its mass is enormous and the kinetic energy acquired may be significant. To
settle the point we compute the ratio of the kinetic energy of the earth to that of the ball. Using E E B Bm v m v  from
momentum conservation, we have

2 21 1
2 2

2 21 1
2 2

( ) .
( )

E E E E B

B B B B E

m v m v m
m v m v m

E B

B E

K m
K m

Since the mass of the ball Bm  is negligibly small compared to the mass of the earth Em  , the kinetic energy acquired
by the earth, EK , is negligibly small comapred to that of the ball, BK .  For example, if 6 kgBm  (a rather massive
ball), then, since 24 246 10 kg, 10 !E E Bm K K

A ball of mass m, moving with a velocity u along x-axis, strikes another ball of mass 2m kept at rest. the first ball
comes to rest after collision and the other breaks into two equal pieces. One of the pieces starts moving along Y-axis
with a speed 1.v  What will be the velocity of the other piece after the collision? Assume that the only forces present
are the forces applied by the balls on each other during the collision.

 If we consider the two balls as a single system, then, the overall linear momentum of the system must be
conserved because there is no external force acting on the system. Just before the collision system is shown in figure
6.25(a) and just after the collision it is shown in figure 6.25(b).

x

y

u

m m
x

y

m

m

v

m

v

 As the initial momentum of the system is along +ve direction of x-axis, its final
momentum must also be along the same direction. Therefore, velocity of the second
part of the ball of the larger mass is chosen in such a way that when its momentum
is added with the momentum of the part moving along +ve Y axis, we may get net
momentum along +ve x-axis, as suggested in figure 6.25(c).         

P

P

P

Applying conservation of linear momentum on the system, from figures 6.25(a) and (b), we get,

y , finally , initiallyy yP P
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2 1sinv v ...(i)

x , finally , initiallyx xP P

2 cosmv mu

2 cosv u ...(ii)

solving equations (i) and (ii), we get,

2 2
2 1v v u

and 1
1tan .v u
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Two bodies of masses 1 kg and 2 kg are moving in two perpendicular direction with velocities 1 m/s and 2
m/s as shown in figure. The velocity of the centre of mass (in magnitude) of the system will be;

(a) 3 m/s

(b) 1.67 m/s

(c) 1.5 m/s

(d) 1/37 m/s.

Two particles A and B initially at rest, move towards each other mutual force of attraction. At the instant
when the speed of A is V and the speed of B is 2V, the speed of the centre of mass of the system is:
(a) 3 V (b) V
(c) 1.5 V (d) zero

A particle of mass 4 m which is at rest explodes into three fragments. Two of fragments, each of mass m are
found to move with a speed v each in mutually perpendicular directions. The total energy released in the
process is;

(a)
1
2 mv² (b) mv²

(c)
3
2 mv² (d)

5
2 mv².

Two particles having position vectors 1 (3 5 )r i j  meter and 2 ( 5 3 )r i j meter are moving with
velocities 1 (4 3 )v i j  m/s and 2 ( 7 )v ai j  m/s. If they collide after 2 second, the value of a;

(a) 2 (b) 4
(c) 6 (d) 8.

A bomb at rest explodes into large number of tiny fragments. Then:

(a) the momentum of all the fragments is zero
(b) the momentum of all the fragments increases
(c) the K. E. of all the fragment remain zero
(d) the K. E. of all the fragment is more than zero.

A shell is fired from a cannon with a velocity v(m/s) at an angle  with the horizontal direction. At the highest
point in its path it explodes into two pieces of equal mass. One of the pieces retraces its path to the cannon
and the speed (m/s ) of the other piece immediately after the explosion is :

(a) 3 cosv (b) 2 cosv

(c)
3 cos
2

v (d)
3 cos
2

v

A body A of mass M while falling vertically downward under gravity breaks into two parts; a body B of

mass 3
M

 and a body C of mass 
2

3
M

. The centre of mass of bodies B and C taken together shifts
compared to that of body a towards:
(a) Body (b) Body B
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The center of mass of a two-particle system is alwasy closer to the more massive particle.

. The total momentum of a system equals the product of the total mass and the velocity of center of mass.

. The momentum of a system can be conserved even if the mechanical energy is not.

. Internal forces do not affect the motion of the center of mass of the system.
A 4-kg fish is swimming at 1 m/s to the right. He swallows
a 1

8 -kg  fish swiming toward him at 3 m/s to the left (figure.
Waht is the veocity of the larger fish immediately after his
lunch?             

1 m/s

4 kg 1
8 kg

3 m/s

The variation of momentum with time of one of the body in a two body collision is shown in Fig. The
instantaneous force is maximum corresponding to point:
(a) P
(b) Q

P Q

R
S

•

•
•

•p(c) R
(d) S.
An isolated particle of mass m is moving in horizontal plane (x-y), along the x-axis, at a certain height above
the ground. It suddenly explodes into two fragment of masses m/4 and 3m/4. An instant later, the smaller
fragment is an y = +15 cm. the larger fragment at this instant is at:
(a) y = –5 cm (b) y = +20 cm
(c) y = +5cm (d) y = –20 cm
A child is sitting at one end of a long trolley moving with a uniform speed v on a smooth horizontal track. If
the child starts running towards the other end of the trolley with a speed u, the speed of the centre of mass
of the system will:
(a) u + v (b) v – u
(c) v (d) none.

A pulley fixed to the ceiling carries a thread with bodies of masses m1 and m2 attached to its ends. The mass
of the pulley and the thread are negligible, friction is absent. Find the acceleration of the centre of inertia of
this system.

A bomb explodes in air when it has horizontal speed of v. It breaks into two identical pieces of equal mass.
If one goes vertically up at a speed of 4v, find the velocity of there immediately after the explosion.

A ball of mass M and radius R is placed inside a spherical
shell of same mass M and the inner radius 2R. The
combination is at rest on a table top is the position shown
in figure. The ball is released, rolls back and fourth inside,
and finally comes at rest at the bottom of the shell. Find the
maximum displacement of the shell during the process.

R
R

A particle of mass 4m which is at rest explodes into three fragments. Two of the fragments each of mass m
are found to move with a speed v each in mutually perpendicular directions. The total energy released in the
process of explosion is......
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A pendulum consists of a wooden bob of mass m and length l. A bullet of mass m1 is fired towards the

pendulum with a velocity v1. The bullet comes out of the bob with speed 1

3
v

 and the bob just completes
motion along a vertical circle. The velocity v1 is :

(a)
1

3 5
2

m gl
m (b)

1
5m gl

m

(c)
1

3
2

m gl
m (d) 13 5

2
m gl
m .

A particle of mass m, moving in a circular path of radius R with a constant speed v2 is located at point (2R,
0) at time t = 0 and a man starts moving with a velocity v1 along the positive y-axis from origin at time t = 0.
Calculate the linear momentum of the particle w.r.t. man as a function of time.

Ball B, of mass mB, is suspended from a string of length l
attached to cart A, of mass mA, which may roll freely on a
frictionless horizontal surface. If the ball is given an initial
horizontal velocity v0 while the cart is at rest, determine (a)
the velocity of B as it reaches its maximum height, (b) the
maximum height h through which B will rise.

mA

v
mB

A

l

The 60 kg bullet is fired at the two blocks resting on a surface where the coefficient of kinetic friction is 0.50.
The bullet passes through the 8 kg block and lodges in the 6 kg block. the blocks slide the distances shown.
Compute the initial velocity v of the bullet.

v

 g
 kg  kg

m

 m
Two blocks of masses m1 and m2 are connected by a spring of force constant k. Block of  mass m1 is pulled
by a constant force F1 and other block is pulled by a constant force F2. Find the maximum elongation that
the spring with suffer.

An astronaut outside a spaceship hammers a loose rivet back in place. What happens to the astronaut as he
swings the hammer ?
(a) Nothing. The space ship takes up the momentum of the hammer.
(b) He moves away from the space ship.
(c) He moves towards the space ship.
(d) He moves towards the space ship as he pulls the hammer back and moves away from it as he swings

the hammer forward.
(e) He moves away from the space ship as he pulls the hammer back and moves toward it as he swings the

hammer forward.


